
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Lifestyledesign | California, USA
Industrial Design Intern (remote due to pendemic) | 3 months

Lunatik Koncepts | Pune, India
Industrial Design Intern (remote due to pendemic) | 5 months

Pearl Creative | Ludwigsburg, Germany
Industrial Design Intern | 6 months

Scanwich.in | Goa, India
Co-founder / creative director  | 1 year 9 months

Fairdeal Group | Nairobi, Kenya
Intern | Marketing / Ui/Ux design / graphic design | 2 months

Dharaa.co | Freelance project
Website design / experience design | 2 months

Hello, I am a recent Masters graduate from ISD Rubika, France. In the last 5 years I have had experiences in mutiple countries rich 
with different cultures & environments that constantly made me adapt to change and which is why I truly believe in the saying; 
Change is the only constant.  This has also given me a cultural mix that has given me a fresh added perspective to my design thinking.
I love linking the physical to the digital which makes think of Industrial design with a tint of tech and meaningful user experiences.

EDUCATION

ISD Rubika | Valenciennes, France
Honors obtained in Masters study in March ‘22 | Industrial Design Management

Shifting to an advanced level of education where I had a few professional experiences to hail from. This is where I could experiment
my skills, processes and design understanding to it’s max potential before I get into the prossional world.

ISD Rubika | Valenciennes, France
Bachelors | Industrial Design

Transition to yet another city and country where I coud start expressing my skills as a designer making use of the base I had built
in the foundation years back in India. This is where I was exposed to design in a global perspective that had a huge spectrum.

DSK ISD | Pune, India
Bachelors foundation | Industrial Design

A new city in India and beggining of my design journey, creating a strong base by learning the basics of design and exploring
softwares that would become my foundation to the design processes.

Industrial Designer
Portfolio: www.vedantshah.net
vedantnileshah@gmail.com
+33 768577771

2020 - 2022

2018-2019

2016-2018

Mar- May 2021

Jun-Jul 2018

Jun- Oct 2021

Aug 19’- Jan 2021

Aug ‘20-Apr ‘22

Feb-Mar 2021

check out some of the work I’ve done >>>

BEYOND DESIGN

I am extremely passionate towards photography and so
I go out for nature & photography trails that really help
refresh my mind and thoughts.I also try to stay active with
any sport available to me to break the monotony.

know more >>>

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Rhino 3D

Blender

Keyshot

XD / Figma

Illustrator

Photoshop

Indesign

Premiere Pro

Procreate

Alias Speedform

After Effects

Mesh Mixer

LANGUAGES

Fluent:  English,  Hindi,  Gujarati   |  Beginner:  French,  Konkani,  Marathi

http://Scanwich.in
https://www.vedantshah.net/
mailto:vedantnileshah%40gmail.com%20?subject=
https://www.vedantshah.net/
https://www.vedantshah.net/projects
https://www.vedantshah.net/beyond-design

